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Goffman and Waterman [ l ] discussed approximately continuous
transformations from the space En to a metric space T*. It was shown
that the image, under such a transformation, of the space En is a
separable subset of T*. Functions satisfying the Darboux property
were discussed and it was shown that a function f(x) defined on an
interval / possesses the Darboux property if and only if f(x) takes
connected sets of I into connected sets. Homogeneous sets were introduced and it was shown that the class of all such sets of En forms a
topology called the d-topology. The concept of a ^-regular set (a
closed set with a connected interior) was introduced. Finally, it
was shown t h a t approximately continuous transformations take dregular sets into connected sets, thus, generalizing the Darboux property.
Since the space En is a metric space, it is natural to study such
transformations in a more general setting. Accordingly, in this paper,
we shall extend these matters to compact metric spaces.
1. Extension of the Darboux property to topological spaces. Let
p(t) be a single valued map of the unit interval into a topological
space T. The set of points Cp = E(p(t)\ O ^ / ^ l ) is called a curve in
the space T. The two points p(0) and p(l) are called the initial and
terminal points, respectively, of the curve Cp. The curve is said to
be closed if p(0)=p(l).
The set of points Cp' =E(p(t)\ti£t£t2)
is
called an arc of the curve Cp.
Let ƒ be a transformation of a connected space T into itself and let
fr be the restriction of ƒ to a curve Cp. Let p(h) and pfo) be the initial
and terminal points, respectively, of an arc L/p .
D E F I N I T I O N . The transformation fr possesses the Darboux property if, for every arc Cp of the curve Cp, the corresponding set of
points fT(Cp) contains an arc whose initial and terminal points are
fr(p(h)) and fr(p(t2)), respectively.
Assume t h a t h different from h implies that p(h) is different from
p(t2). Then the points pit) can be ordered by the relation p(h) <p(t2)
if and only if h<fa.
1
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It can be shown that the transformation g(t) ~f(p(t))
serving.
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is order pre-

T H E O R E M 1. Let ƒ be a transformation of a topological space T into
itself and let fr be the restriction of f to a curve Cp. Then f r possesses the
Darboux property if and only if the image under fr of every connected
subset of Cp is also connected.
PROOF. Assume that fr possesses the Darboux property and let
Cp be any arc of the curve Cv such that the set fr(Cp) is not connected. There exist two points g(h) and g(J2) which cannot be joined
by an arc of a curve. Thus, there exists a real parameter r : h<r<h
such that the point g(j) does not belong to the set fr{Cp). Let p(h)
and p(t2) be the inverse images of the points g(h) and g(J2), respectively. Let Cp' —E(p(t)\ti^tSt2)
be an arc joining the two points
p(h) and p(t2). Since fr possesses the Darboux property, it follows that
fr(Cp') contains an arc whose end-points are g(h) and g(t2)y respectively. Furthermore, h^r^fa,
hence g(r) belongs to the
setfr(Cp").
This shows that fr(Cp) is, indeed, connected.
Assume now that the image of every connected subset of the curve
Cp is connected. Then fr possesses the Darboux property. Let Cv' be
any connected subset of Cp and let p(h) and p{t2) be the initial and
terminal points, respectively, of Cp'. The set fr(Cp) is a connected
set containing an arc whose end-points are g(h) and g(t2). Cpf is
arbitrary. Therefore, fr possesses the Darboux property. The theorem
is proved.
The curve Cp is said to be closed if p(0)=p(l).
The points p(0)
and p{\) are called double points. We assume that the curve Cp contains no other double points. We have the following
COROLLARY. The transformation fr possesses the Darboux property if
and only if fr takes closed sets into connected sets.

2. Approximately continuous transformations. Let T be a compact
space and denote by S the cr-ring generated by the class of all compact subsets of T. A Borel measure is a measure ix defined on S and
such that ju(C) < 00 for every compact subset C. It is well known (1)
that a regular content X can be extended to a regular Borel measure
fx such that \(C)=/x(C) for every compact set C. Therefore, jit is a
non-negative, finite, monotone, additive and subadditive set function. These properties suffice to give a satisfactory account of approximately continuous transformations on compact metric spaces.
D E F I N I T I O N . Let Si and S2 be two Borel sets in the space T and
assume that the set S2 is bounded. Then the relative measure of Si
in 5 2 is given by the number
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It can be shown that 0 ^ MsiS* =s 1 for all pairs Si and 52 such t h a t
*S2 is bounded. The upper and lower metric densities of Si at a point p
in the space T are given by the numbers
<^{p) = lim (Sup(M^2|

pG

52;M(52)

n->oo \

< —Y
fl /

*•(*) = lim (ln£(Jf flli8l | p G 5 2 ; M(S«) < — Y
n->oo \

W/

respectively. For all p in the space T we have the inequalities 0 ^ # *
^ # * â l . If $* = <£* we say that the metric density of S2 exists a t p
and equals the common value <t>(p).
D E F I N I T I O N . A transformation ƒ from the space T to the space T*
is approximately continuous a t the point p if, for every open set G
containing the point ƒ(p), the set f~l(G) has metric density one at p.
The transformation is called approximately continuous if it is approximately continuous a t each point of T.
T H E O R E M 2. The image of a compact space T under an approximately
continuous transformation is a separable subset of the metric space JT*.
PROOF. Let d and d* be the distance functions associated with the
spaces T and T*, respectively. Let e be any positive number and let
{€*/}**-i be a double sequence of positive numbers depending on €
in a manner to be specified later. Cover each point in the space with
an open sphere each having its radius equal to po, where po is a sufficiently small positive number. From the class of all such spheres we
select a finite number, say No, which also covers the space T. The
set of centers of these spheres {X 0 i}f«i determines a set of points
D=(f(xoi));
i — i, NQ. NOW, cover each point ƒ(#<)*) with an open
sphere Go» of radius €0». Since ƒ is approximately continuous a t the
point Xoi there exists a closed sphere So» such that the relative measure
of the set Aoi — Soif^Gu1 in so% exceeds 1 —€o»-//x(So*). We may construct a finite sequence of disjoint sets Ujîïi 0o* = Ujîï1 s M.
Let £ 1 = Ufi1zo». The s e W \ = ( r - - E i ) - is a closed subset of the
compact space T and is, therefore, compact. Thus, we may apply
these same operations to the space 7\. Continuing in this manner we
obtain a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets Ek giving rise to a corresponding sequence of subspaces and associated sets

Z>»> = U

{f(Xki)}Z.
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It can be shown that (1) r=U* a . 1 Ej and (2) D = U*„1 £><*> is denumerable. Let ski be the sphere with center at %k% and let Gûl be the associated set defined above. It has been shown that the relative measure
of the set Ak% in Ski exceeds l — €ki/ix(Ski).
LEMMA

1. Let Ati = ski-Aku

PROOF.

n(ski) =ix{Ak^JAtt)

Then /*(i4£) <eki.
=M(^W) +M(^*<).

p(Aki)/n(ski)

Therefore,

= 1 — fJ>(Aki)/fi(ski).

But,
n(Aki)/ii(ski)

> 1 — eki/jJL(Ski).

Therefore,
— fj,(Aki)/fi(ski)

< — 1 +

eki/fi(Ski).

Hence,
ju(^U*) <

(eki)(p(ski)/p(Ski)).

Since SkiQSki it follows that M(-4£) <€&*.
LEMMA 2. Le£ e &e any positive number and let A be the set of points
of Tfor which d*(fQs), D)>efor every XGA. Then /A(A) <€.
PROOF. It has been shown that T=[)^t
Ek = \J^x {Ufjd sy}.
Furthermore, it can be shown, without difficulty, that

A = U i U A*\ .
»«,i v y-i

/

Lemma 1 shows that ix{A*t) <e#. Therefore,

Let
1

^

2 2^

€
0+iv 1+ ,,+iV i 1

' '

' ~ ""H'

It follows that
1
- 1
/«(A) g — e ^ — < €.
2 Z î 2"
The theorem can now be demonstrated. Clearly, the set D is dense in
/ ( r — A ) . Let X be any point in the set A and let G be any open
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sphere about ƒ (X). Since ƒ is approximately continuous a t X there exists
a point t in the space T such that d*(f(f),fÇk)) < § / 2 . There exists a
point f in D such t h a t d*(ƒ(*), f) < S / 2 . Therefore, d*(/(X), f)
â d * ( r , ƒ(*)) +d*(/(X), ƒ(/)) <S. This shows that D is also dense in the
set f(T), and the theorem is proved.
3. Homogeneous sets and the d-topology. The concept of a homogeneous set can readily be extended to compact metric spaces. A
Borel set S is said to be homogeneous if its metric density is one a t
each of its points. The class of all such sets forms a topology referred
to as the d-topology. The concepts of d-limit points and ^-connected
sets are extended in exactly the same way. The proofs that this
topology is Hausdorff and that the class of approximately continuous
transformations coincides with the class of all continuous transformations can also be extended without major changes. Furthermore, it is not difficult to prove that approximately continuous transformations take d-connected sets into connected sets.
Assume that our compact metric space T is arc-wise connected
and that the sequence dn =d(p(tn), p(to)) approaches zero for every
sequence of points p(tn) approaching the point p(to).
LEMMA 1. For every Borel set A in the space T, the relative measure
of the set in the sphere Spr is a continuous function of p for fixed r.
PROOF. Let p0 be an arbitrary b u t fixed point and let pn be any
point different from po. Let Cp be a curve joining these points. Let
SPor and SPnr denote spheres with centers a t po and pny respectively.
Define Fn = SPor — SPnr. We assert that Fn is a monotone decreasing
sequence whose limit is the null set. Let S=Dpecp Spr. Clearly, the
class of open spheres SPnT is a subset of 5. Let Q be any point in S for
which d*(p(to)> Q)>r. I t suffices to show that there exists a positive
integer N such t h a t d{p(to), Qf)^d(p(to)y Q), for every point Qf belonging to the sphere SPnr (n^N). Indeed, let d(p(t0), Q)=r+(3 (/3>0).
Since p(tn) approaches p(t0) there exists a positive integer iV(]8) such
that d(p(h), p(tn))<P/2,
for all n^N(/3). Let Q' be any point in
SPnr (n^Ntf)).
Then d(p(t0), Q)£d{p(h),
p(fn))+d(p(fn),
Q')
<fi/2+r<d(p(h),
Q). Since Q is arbitrary it follows that F n -»0.
Therefore, Ar\SPnr—^AC\SPnr.
Hence ix{AC\SPnr)—>ix(AC\SPQr). This
proves the lemma.
THEOREM

3. Every open connected subset of the space T is d-con-

nected.
PROOF.

Having proved Lemma 1, Theorem 3 [ l ] can be extended
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almost word for word to the present case if we replace the concept
of an oriented closed cube by an open sphere.
4. d-regular sets. A closed set (with connected interior) whose
boundary points are d-limit points of the interior is called d-regular.
Theorem 3 leads directly to
THEOREM

4. Every d-regular set is d-connected.

Theorem 4 leads to a generalization of the Darboux property. Indeed, a remarkable relationship between the Darboux property and
approximately continuous transformations is established by
T H E O R E M 5. Approximately
lar sets into connected sets.

continuous transformations take d-regu-

P R O O F . Theorem 4 shows that d-regular sets are d-connected. We
have remarked that approximately continuous transformations take
d-connected sets into connected sets.
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